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May Allah bless this Eid of the year 1440 Hijri (2019) for the Muslim Ummah, as it brings with it the victories of The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan. May this be a blissful Eid for the oppressed, the prisoners, the Muhajirin and the Mujahidin. May Allah make the victories of The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan a source of bringing back the honor and dignity of the Ummah. We on behalf of the sub-continent wish this Eid and give congratulations for these victories to Amir-ul-Momineen, Sheikh Hibatullah Akhwanzada, Sheikh Ayman-az-Zawahiri and the leaders of the Mujahidin present in the fields of Jihad all-around the world.

May Allah bless this Eid for the families of shuhada, as it is because of the sacrifices given by their beloved ones, today Ummah can witness this day.

After the heroic attacks of September 11, the Pharaoh of the time, the American president Bush (George W. Bush) declared war on the Muslim Ummah. The arrogant, Jewish slave said that we will not tire, we will not falter and we will not fail. The ones who believed in material means of this world immediately believed this and playing the role of the Munafiqin of Medina tried to distress the believers; “O people of Yathrib (Madinah), there is no place for you to stay; so, go back.” That there is no place for Jihad anymore and what will be the fate of the Sharia, “established by the sword”. Today America itself is coming into war. Who can resist it? Hence, Jihad and the call to Jihad will die out. But the ones, with hearts filled with Iman, were announcing even under the American bombardment: This is what Allah and His messenger had promised to us, and Allah and His messenger had told the truth. It only improved them further in faith and submission.

The American invasion in Afghanistan is one of the promises of Allah, that He humiliates the powerful by the hands of weak and empty-handed Muslims. Today, after 18 years, the promise of Allah is informing the weak Muslims that:

Create the atmosphere of Badr, the Angels will help to,

They may come down from the heavens even now in ranks

From 2001 till 2019, what has lead America to the point that it is going towards its decline so rapidly? The one giving threats of war (in the past) is today begging for ceasefire. The question is that, have the naval frigates which came tearing the oceans, to Pakistan drowned?! Have the drones, that claim to see even an ant crawling on land, become blind?! Have the American B52 and B2 which claimed of giving and taking lives been rusted?! What
happened to the technology that was proclaiming to turn Muslim settlements into Tora-bora, today what has caused it to become “Tora-Bora” itself and to run away hurriedly? Everything exists! But the Sunnah of my Allah remains unchanged even in this era of technology. When Allah punishes the arrogant, He does it when they are at their climax of advancement, when they, intoxicated in the pride of their supremacy declare themselves god.

Thus, after his grasp (on the arrogant), Muhammad Lord also declares: So, there was no group for him who could help him against Allah, nor was he one of those who could defend themselves. When he grasps the oppressors, their power, diplomacy or any strategy, can’t help them against the wrath of The Allah Almighty. Whoever, Allah punishes amongst the arrogant, He punishes them when they are in full rise. So, their Lord sent eradicating torment upon them because of their sin, and made it equal for all. And He has no fear of its consequence. He is not afraid of the aftermath. He does not worry ending of any power, and then their army was of no use nor did their money save them from Allah’s punishment.

The victory of The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan is glad tidings for the Muslim Ummah, as Allah Almighty has exhausted its biggest enemy through these Jihadi assaults to the extent that the Super power’s army has refused to fight anymore. Otherwise, has the money with the Jews finished, that they have stopped giving America money...? If American soldiers were ready to continue fight, the Jews would have still given them money. The Jews would have never transferred their technology, factories and industries from America to China, if the Americans would have been still ready to give their children as fuels for this war. But the American Army has refused to fight.

Observe the America of 2001... remember the enraged words coming from the newspapers, columns, and the television... then study the history of the eighteen years of this war. You will feel your Iman on Allah’s authority strengthens, that even today, in the jihadi fields, He is capable of destroying the powerful by the hands of the weak ones.

This Jihad against America was started in a situation, when claims were being made to finish The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan. Talibān’s entire assets were robbed, most of the leaders were either in jail or were martyred... but the remarkable belief in Allah’s promises was provoking the destitute caravan to struggle against America. Therefore, there were many groups which didn’t even had Kalashnikovs, instead some had axes and some (hands) were bearing swords... in the initial battles the bullets of the Kalashnikov couldn’t cause any harm to the American barracks. The on lookers and analysts could have said that ‘how can these Kalashnikovs compete America?’ But the followers of Allah’s orders kept fulfilling their duties without considering the consequence and remained certain that Allah has kept one of the two gifts for them. So, the passion to confront the mountains kept increasing. The sons of Muhammad kept confronting the rising tides, to keep their Ummah safe, they kept drowning, emerging and kept coming out.

The sky saw the history being written in this land of the honorable people. Once a Mujahid went to place a mine on the road. A drone missile martyred him. His body shattered in the air. Seeing this another Mujahid took the mine and went to the same place. A second missile dropped and the atmosphere was filled with a beautiful scent. A third Mujahid, took a third mine and jumped into the obvious death. The drone also struck him. Three martyrs in a
Witnessing their own fellows being blown apart, didn’t stop them from their mission. They didn’t leave Jihad. They didn’t go back to disappoint their people from Jihad saying that ‘what is the benefit of fighting against America?! How can the American technology be competed? There is no comparison between us and them?’ Instead the fourth Mujahid took his place. The drone was still there. The pilot wasn’t sleeping. Everything was there. The technology was there. The Mujahid dug the ground, placed the mine and returned to his place and started waiting for the American convoy. With their ground and air surveillance, the convoy advanced. And the tank passing over the mine exploded.

This Jihad continued due to these remarkable sacrifices. Sacrifice after sacrifice! Three Mujahid sacrifice their lives to set a mine. These are memorable legends. A Mujahid alone stands in front of an American convoy just bearing a PK Machine gun. Standing alone he stops the convoy so, his fellows escape safely. Tanks! Planes! Armored cars! Alone soldier of Allah is standing in front of them all but none of the Americans dared confront him. Instead the convoy fled back. Allah sets fear in the hearts of the Kuffar (infidels) but only when His soldiers, His devotees remain unwavering in battlegrounds and stay patient.

There is a Mujahid with an old rifle with broken binoculars tied with a handkerchief. For a week, he sits in a jungle targeting and killing enemies of Sharia living only on dry bread and green tea for the whole week. Twenty-four Americans are killed by one man with a gun of old times and broken binoculars tied together with a handkerchief! These are stories of modern times…!

Armies of forty countries have not fled without a reason. What will you analyze? Ask military analysts…. What comparison is this? Where there are drones, satellites… Where there are helicopters at the front and back of a convoy for its protection, yet the Mujahidin killed them in front of these drones, satellites and planes. If it was about one or two days it could be said that the drone operator was drunk or had gone to sleep. This is a tale of seventeen eighteen years. These latest technologies couldn’t scare the slaves of Mohammad . Martyrs after martyrs couldn’t make mothers of this Ummah to retreat. Instead they continued to present their beloved sons in this war for the Sharia brought by Mohammad . History will remember that the western civilization cannot send its sons in this war any more but mothers of the Ummah of Mohammad are still sending their sons to the battlefield one after another.

Due to these sacrifices Allah sent His help and the time came when eight to ten American tanks were being destroyed in a single ambush. Just tell your military analysts eight hundred American tanks were destroyed in only one district? There intellect will fail them! Where will they analyze from?!!!

The Sunnah of Allah continues “if you will help (the religion prescribed by) Allah, He will help you, and will stabilize your footings”. If you will help the religion of Allah, Allah will help you. Allah will help you in such a way that the world will be astonished. Even today the Sunnah of Allah continues. Even in these times He is Wahid (the One), Ahad (the Only), Samad (the eternally Besought of all).

لا إِلَهَ إِلَّا اللَّهُ، لا شَرِيكَ لِئَنَّ الْمَلَكَ إِلَّا اللَّهُ
Even today He has supremacy on this earth. Every bit and piece of this universe is under His command. Allah has not handed over His authority to American technology. Nobody shares His kingdom. These verses of His book are still fresh for the believers.

"So We caused the earth to swallow him and his dwelling-place. Then he had no host to help him against Allah, nor was he of those who can save themselves."

When He crushes the enemies of His religion no army can save them. No ally can rescue them. His divine verses are telling these enlightenments of the modern times. “To Allah belonged the matter before and (to Him it belongs) thereafter. And on that day the believers will rejoice.” that Oh those who worry themselves over abundance or deficiency of numbers! Oh, those who cause the Ummah to despair from Jihad! Oh, those who sink the Islamic madrassas into the extravagance of this ignorant civilization!

Before America came all decisions were in Allah’s hands and will remain in His hands after America’s downfall. These powers will not transfer to China or India after the fall of America. “To Allah belonged the matter before and (to Him it belongs) thereafter.”

How great is this Ayah which is teaching a lot to those who obey the powerful. Oh, those who worship the material powers! First you worshiped the power of Britain. When it fell you bowed in front of America and now that you see that the American idol is about to fall because of Jihadi strikes you go rushing to China leaving the religion of Allah, abandoning the Ummah of Mohammad , forsaking millions of Turkistan Muslims you bow in front of the Chinese and praise them. You forget your Muslim brothers?!!!

This very Ayah is also assuring the believers not to worry if they see anyone else gaining strength after America…. The Allah for whose Sharia you have fought, all matters previously and those yet to come are in His hands. When He can help you against America, He will not lose strength regarding enemies yet to come. There will be no change in His supreme power. Jihad will remain evergreen. As long as you perform Jihad Allah will help you.

“The taste of Jihad remains sweet and fresh.”

Those who are performing Jihad and sacrificing themselves will keep it alive as if it started just today and even after forty years neither will they tire nor falter.

Oh, my Muslim brothers!

American defeat and victory of The Islamic Emirate in Afghanistan is victory of the whole Ummah. For the weak and oppressed these are the glad tidings of a new beginning. It is a reminder to the weak Muslims of Allah’s ayah “How many small groups have overcome large groups by the will of Allah” that often it has happened that the weak gain victory over the strong. Allah promised this to those before us and today also Allah promises this to us.

This American defeat and victory of The Islamic Emirate in Afghanistan reminds the Ulama (scholars) and Talaba (students) the Balakot movement, Shamli battleground and the Silk Letter Movement that those who have the knowledge of Islam should not bow in front of any power for the implementation of religion…. like Ameer al momineen Mullah Mohammad Umar did not bow in front of anyone rather alone he waged war against the Infidel powers to save one Muslim, to save Islamic honor and its dignity. Therefore, the Ulama and Talaba should not accept any change in their curriculum and their religion on
the assertion of infidel powers even be it one Sunnah or Mustahib. And rise to protect the spirit of our madrassas. At any cost protect them from the colorfulness of this ignorant civilization and from the sorcery of Lord McCauley whatever price Ulama and Talaba have to pay be it life, money or home. But the spirit of our madrasahs must be saved because if the spirit of the madrassa’s is lost what will remain to save for which we refrain from jihad fearing its loss.

The victories of The Islamic Emirate are a model for mujahidin that the success of Jihad is embedded in unity and alliance. If there is no unity then a war you almost won can be stabbed in the back like in Iraq and Levant...through Jihadist groups fruits of Jihad can be lost and if there is unity among the jihadist ranks then all conspiracies can be failed.... Otherwise Caliphate can be slaughtered in the name of Jihad and Caliphate.

There are great lessons in the victories of Islamic Emirate for those who got stuck in ISIS in the name of Jihad and are today a puppet in the hands of International powers. They are weakening the global jihad in the name of jihad and Caliphate. They should understand that these powers intend to use the formula they used in Iraq and Levant against the Islamic Emirate... to stab the Ummah in the back with the ISIS dagger, the stage is being set in Nangarhar Province. Preparations have been made to slaughter Caliphate in the name of caliphate. People are being brought in planes from Syria to Herat province in the name of ISIS and are being transferred from Herat to Nangarhar province in American helicopters. Those in ISIS ranks who consider themselves devoted & dedicated, they should contemplate the conspiracy in Afghanistan after Iraq and Levant. The question is who will ISIS wage Jihad against in Afghanistan after America has been defeated? After the withdrawal of America why is ISIS being strengthened in Nangarhar? Why are people being transferred there in American helicopters? Why are they being equipped with arms day and night? Are they being prepared against The Islamic Emirate? Like in Syria all their Jihad was against the mujahidin. Mujahidin kept conquering land from Nusairis and ISIS kept snatching it from them. Today the result is in front of everyone. Will this kind of Jihad be done in Afghanistan? Will Ummah’s victorious war be auctioned to the International Infidel powers again?

May Allah give the Islamic Emirate steadfastness on truth and protect it from fitnah of ISIS. Although efforts have been made in the past five years but up till now every conspiracy has failed. May Allah not give the Kuflar opportunity to laugh here like in Iraq and Levant instead may Allah also give victory to Ahl Sunnah wal Jammat in Iraq and Levant and end this ISIS fitnah forever which has stabbed Jihad and Caliphate in the back. Surely this is the most difficult and deadly Fitnah for jihad and mujahidin during these forty years of Jihad. Even Qadiani had not spoilt the face of Jihad as much as this fitnah has done.

My Mujahid brothers!

Victorious is he who continues Jihad on the path of Ahl Sunnah wal Jammat otherwise these are times of Fitnah

Be prompt in doing good deeds (before you are overtaken) by turbulence which would be like a part of the dark night.
These are times when a man will lose everything at the hands of Fitnah there are many Fitnah’s awaiting. So, save your Jihad and look at what you are doing! With whom are you performing jihad?!! Examine everything in the light of Quran and Sunnah. Listen to your elders (in Jihad) and obey them!

May Allah protect this Ummah from all apparent and hidden fitnah’s and make this Eid a source of happiness and glad tidings.

وأخير دعواه أن الحمد لله رب العالمين.